
 Cosmic Gold  Voice Creation Program   
 

The Vibrational Awareness and Connection to Christic  
Frequency within Mother Earth, and Forming the Masters of Unity 

With  Haiendra Mu, “Gold Voice”, “Chants of the Origin”, and 
Ascended Master Adama, from the White City of Telos, Mount 

Shasta, channeled by Haiendra Mu 
 
*Being the Gold Voice 
 
-Connection to The Source of Origin, to the Divine Mother 
and Father in our Hearts, the Christic natural frequency 
within us  
    
-Hearing the Inner Voice within your Heart..., Sacred 
Hearing of Dimensions and Realms..., Being and Feeling the 
Gold Cosmic Frequency and it’s Voice of Gold 
 
-Foundation Practices: Mother of the Roses of Unity 
meditation, Gold Solar High Lemurian Disc … 
 
-Gold Nutrition and Detox 
 
-Our Inner Temple of Purity 
 
-CommUnity Harmonic Wellbeing: Creating balance together 
with All Realms of Life 
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*Communication with the Species in Sacred 
Unity: Geometry, Bliss and Wellbeing 
 
-Recognizing the purpose of the origin and putting our 
attitudes of Gold into being 
 
 -Connection to the Divine Source and it’s Sacred Creation 
bonds us to the Unity Master Codes and Tones which are 
received from: 
 +Our beloved Central Sun 

 +The Interdimensional Gold Unity Service portal 
 +Telos, the City of Light beneath Mount Shasta 
 +Mother Gaia’s Crystalline Heart 
 
-The Unity Matrix and it’s fine Pure Love Tonality embodies 
us all and weaves and sustains the Grids of the Earth 
 
 
-Connection to the DNA codes 
    + Connection of the DNA Origin codes from the Sacred 
Human Template and Configuration of the Symetries of 
Unity for our complete balance and DRNA development 
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*Inner Recognition of your own issues: All is 
there to be unified and deflagrated 
 
 -Soul agreements renewal. Will go through a deep inner 
check and decision making accompanied by the spiritual 
guides. 
 
-We will be uplifting and supporting Ascension Portals to 
liberate past density. Will help souls, energies, entities, old 
agreements to rise up coming back to source, assisted by 
the Unity Gold CoomUnity of Masters, angels, virgins of 
gold and mother earths guardians in gold frequency. 
 
-We will receive an invitation from Adama and the Wise 
elders, guardians of High Lemurian vibrations and 
treasures, to heal deeply with them. We will hold our 
molecules, the ones  which vibrate lower from the whole of 
our bodies, raise them and integrate them into a treatment 
portal. We will switch our inner issues completely. We 
learn to do this consciously and to help others. 
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-We will practice Gold mantras and Corals of Unity 
together with All Realms of Life, sensing and reading their 
languages as a sacred tonality. We become a CommUnity 
in praising universal service, and will find a ceremonial 
moment to dance the sacred tones as a Unity with Mother 
Earth Gaia. 

*Chanting Together 
 
 -We will be experiencing the Unified Vibration from within 
ourselves, both by receiving it and by sensing, feeling and 
expressing it. Pulse, melody and  rhythm, from the Body 
becoming a radiant, organic and cosmic instrument.  
 



*Building a connection to the White City of Light 
of Telos  
 
-We do have sacred time together to bound ourselves in 
commUnion. We will bring new agreements up to life from 
within. 
 
-Will be rebuilding the inner state of eden, as it comes from 
the source of origin, as well as coming up to the sacred 
gathering of the Mother and her Children. 
 

*Mother of the Temple, Mother of the Sacred 
Time 
 
 -We will be healing the sacred space that the Divine Mother 
holds from within us and All There Is, by honoring Her 
Golden Presence difusing through our roots: Our past cosmic 
progenitors and the memories in the Ocean. 
 
-We honor and cherrish our rol as co-creators of reality and 
serve the Self from within its divine creation. 
 
-We will share about nutrition and multidimensional 
children raising. 
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*Connection to Mother Gaia as Her children, 
brothers and sisters, communities and co-
creators of Peace 
 
 -We will connect to Mother Earth Gaia´s powers, feelings 
and discernment. 
 
-We will take part into the Cosmic Gold Service Network 
within Gaia´s realms and dimensions. 
 
-We will receive guidance from the divine purity of the 
species flowing towards Unity. 
 
-We will keep on coming up together in loving service, 
cocreating continuous Unity from our empowered and 
embodied I Am loving, centered presence. 
 
 
 

 



Presence-based and Distance modality 
You can choose between 

Presence-based classes: 
Please  contact us to know dates of the classes 

 

Distance classes: 
Videotransmitted classes every two weeks. 

Audios with messages, excercises and chants; chants lyrics and sacred 

geometry, will be sent as study  material to be integrated every other 

week. 
 

 

Contact Haiendra Mu in: 
CosmicGoldUnity@gmail.com 

 

 
 
 

 
                                                                                                         
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 


